
D318 In a Nutshell
This is a patchy summary of D318: The course on just two pages.

Applies the five moments of the circuit of culture to a cultural artefact: the Walkman.du Gay et al.

SummaryWalkman

Looks at representation of and in soap operas, particularly about gender.

Representation of Frenchness using photography: a dominant paradigm of the time.

Masculinity is used as a cultural idea: constantly changing, constantly contested.

The politics of representing difference (sexuality and race in film) is outlined here.

Museum exhibitions are used as a system of representation (text).

Introduces different approaches of representation, expands on the constructionist one.

Explores the variety of languages (verbal, visual, etc.) that produce cultural meaning.
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SummaryRepresentation

Political struggles and identity conflicts are linked; identity through difference.

Representations of mothers in media, construction of discourses: the independent mother.

Sexuality as a fixed category is challenged, the legacy of sexology outlined.

Eating disorders as extreme body projects; the body as a symbol; body as site of power.

Outlines limits to social constructionism: the body between the natural and the social.

Opens the debate essentialist vs. non-essentialist, argues that identity has material effects.

Examines how culture is used to construct identities. Identity works on marked difference.Book
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SummaryIdentity

More on corporate culture, enterprise, looks at how workers are created through discourse. 

Outlines corporate culture, shifts in economic production, and workplace culture.

Advertising as an example of how culture is mediated and distributed.

Uses fashion to look at the economic and cultural aspects, as well as how they interplay.

Introduces Adorno & Horkheimer, culture industries, and challenges their view.

Outlines globalization, standardization and hybridity: impact of globalization is negotiated.

Looks at how culture is produced in a global world, but also covers organizational cultures.Book
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SummaryProduction

Examines how new technologies are appropriated in the home, active consumption.

Looks at the active consumption of TV programmes: focus on audience, encoding, decoding.

Focuses on the spatial dimension of the everyday: imagined communities through difference.

Uses music to argue that consumption is active and part of the production process.

Looks at how identity is constructed through narration: representation links to consumption.

Outlines active consumption using council kitchens and Trinidad (coke, TV) as examples.

Looks at how meanings are attached to things, argues for active consumption (appropriat.).Book
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SummaryConsumption



Outlines the cultural turn: centrality of culture in everyday (subst) and in academia (epist).

Multiculturalism as a challenge to states, outlines different approaches: cultural regulation.

Outlines cultural imperialism and protectionist measures to counter: formal regulation.

Regulation of sexuality on television as an example of regulation: moral regulation.

Globalization brings deregulation and re-regulation; increased self-regulation (Foucault).

Outlines shifts in regulating culture: governments, moral and cultural regulation included.Book
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SummaryRegulation

Looks at Canada's reactions to a perceived cultural imperialism (protectionism).

Outlines how Canada copes with the challenges of multiculturalism.

Gym culture and boxing as examples of body projects and embodiment.

Uses advances in reproduction technology to explore the limits of essentialist ID.

Outlines a struggle over the representation of Cardiff Bay, links to identity.

Looks at how people appropriate objects and give meaning to everyday items.

Corporate culture is outlines using the example of the Hilton hotel.

Looks at the struggle of global TV channels to establish themselves in India.

Looks at heritage and how this became a representation of Englishness.

Outlines the representation of Frenchness in post-war humanist photography.

Looks at the production, consumption and regulation of the Walkman.
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SummaryTelevision

The Circuit of Culture
With a focus on the interconnections between the individual moments. All moments 
have to be articulated together: each moment contributes a different aspect.
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